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ABSTRACT

subscribing to RS services for precisely this reason. Beyond
privacy, our survey reveals three additional IXP members’
concerns for RS usage: limited routing policy expressiveness,
reliability, and insufficient value. This situation hinders RS
adoption and makes it hard to provide novel valuable routing services to IXP members, as these can rely on the exposure of (even more) sensitive data. Indeed, on the one hand,
advanced performance-oriented routing services are fundamental to improve performance of video and latency-critical
Internet applications [17, 21, 22, 50, 56, 72, 73, 82, 84, 86]. In
this regard, today’s largest content providers (e.g., Google
and Twitch) resort to active measurement techniques for
inferring route performance [38], a difficult task in practice [22]. On the other hand, our survey reveals that a large
majority of network operators (60%) is concerned about sharing network performance information such as IXP port utilization with external entities. In this regard, the goal of
supporting advanced Internet routing features while protecting sensitive information is the subject of several recent
studies [8, 42, 43, 54, 55, 60, 67, 89].
How should we design RSes? To increase trust in IXPs
and motivate further adoption of RS services, we argue that
RSes should meet the following basic requirements: a) Easy
management, i.e., relieve IXP members from the burden of
configuring numerous BGP peering sessions, b) Policy expressiveness, i.e., provide IXP members with highly-expressive
route selection at least equivalent to having multiple bilateral BGP sessions [34], c) Performance-driven routing, i.e.,
dispatching tools that leverage the IXP’s superior visibility
into data-plane network conditions, d) Efficiency, i.e., today’s
RSes are required to compute and dispatch routes in the
order of hundreds per second, with full routing-table transfers performed in the order or minutes [2, 25, 77], e) Privacy
preservation, i.e., no IXP member nor the IXP itself should be
able to learn information about routing policies of the other
members (except for information that can be deduced from
its own RS-assigned routes), f) Reliability, i.e., guaranteed
connectivity upon failures in the IXP infrastructure.
SIXPACK: A privacy-preserving advanced RS. To accomplish the above, we advocate implementing an RS via
secure multi-party computation (SMPC) [36, 87]. With an

Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) play an ever-growing role in
Internet inter-connection. To facilitate the exchange of routes
amongst their members, IXPs provide Route Server (RS) services to dispatch the routes according to each member’s peering policies. Nowadays, to make use of RSes, these policies
must be disclosed to the IXP. This poses fundamental questions regarding the privacy guarantees of route-computation
on confidential business information. Indeed, as evidenced by
interaction with IXP administrators and a survey of network
operators, this state of affairs raises privacy concerns among
network administrators and even deters some networks from
subscribing to RS services. We design sixpack, an RS service
that leverages Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) to
keep peering policies confidential, while extending, the functionalities of today’s RSes. As SMPC is notoriously heavy
in terms of communication and computation, our design
and implementation of sixpack aims at moving computation outside of the SMPC without compromising the privacy
guarantees. We assess the effectiveness and scalability of
our system by evaluating a prototype implementation using
traces of data from one of the largest IXPs in the world. Our
evaluation results indicate that sixpack can scale to support
privacy-preserving route-computation, even at IXPs with
many hundreds of member networks.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the rise of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) as the emerging physical convergence points for Internet traffic, new privacy concerns arise. IXPs offer centralized Route Server (RS)
services for ranking, selecting, and dispatching BGP routes to
their (potentially many hundreds of) member networks [74].
However, to benefit from these centralized services, IXP
members need to divulge private information, such as peering relationships and route-export policies to the IXP or,
even worse, to other IXP members. Such information can reflect sensitive commercial and operational information, and
is consequently often regarded as private [42, 88]. Indeed,
our interaction with IXP administrators, and our survey of
network operators (§2), reveal that such privacy concerns
are widespread and that some networks even refrain from
1
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SMPC-based realization of an RS, the desired routing outcome can be computed without the IXP or IXP members
gaining visibility into the “inputs” to this computation, i.e.,
members’ private routing policies.
However, realizing our vision of a privacy-preserving RS
is highly nontrivial. General-purpose SMPC machinery is
excessively heavy in terms of computation and communication overheads and is thus infeasible to employ for this
purpose [42]. Consequently, attaining feasible runtimes and
communication costs requires devising a suitable highlyoptimized, privacy-preserving scheme specifically tailored to
the RS context. We present sixpack, the first IXP route server
service that satisfies all the aforementioned requirements.1
It efficiently ranks, selects, and dispatches BGP routes based
on the members’ expressive routing policies and any IXPprovided performance information without leaking any confidential business peering information.
Conceptually, in sixpack, the IXP route server service is
jointly performed by two independent and non-colluding
computational parties, RS 1 and RS 2 , which run an SMPC protocol. Each IXP member encrypts its BGP routes, announces
them to the RSes, and creates two “shares” of its (private)
business peering policy that are sent to the two RSes. Each
of the RSes, in turn, sends to each IXP member, upon completion of the SMPC, a share of its output, that the member
can use to recover its selected routes. sixpack provably guarantees that as long as RS 1 and RS 2 do not collude with each
other, neither the RSes nor other IXP members will learn
any information regarding an IXP member’s business and
routing policies. We envision RS 1 and RS 2 , as being run by
the IXP and a neutral and well-regarded international organization (e.g., NANOG or RIPE), which is already trusted to
support and operate fundamental Internet services (though
not necessarily trusted for privacy confidentiality)2 . In addition, one of the two RSes should be executed on a machine
that is located outside the IXP but in very close proximity
(i.e., within the same colocation data center) so as to be in a
separate security domain while keeping latency of inter-RS
communication at a minimum (i.e., < 1ms).
We observe (§5) that a naïve application of SMPC to RS
computation, in which the entire RS computation is carried
out via SMPC machinery, is infeasible in practice as a result
of unrealistic computation and communication overheads.
We thus resort to the following approach. sixpack is carefully designed to keep complex computation outside the
SMPC, to the largest extent possible without compromising

privacy. Specifically, in sixpack, we carefully decompose the
RS functionality into two simple, yet crucial, SMPC-based
building blocks for efficient route-dispatch, called ExportAll and Select-Best, while performing the most complex
computation over unencrypted data outside of the SMPC
without leaking any private information. Using Export-All,
all available BGP routes that are exportable to an IXP member, that is, the routes that other IXP members are willing
to advertise to that member, are dispatched to the member
in a fully privacy-preserving manner. Then, the member
ranks its available routes according to its local preferences
over routes and feeds the resulting ranking as input into
Select-Best. Select-Best leverages this information and
information from the IXP (e.g., port utilization) to select the
best route for that member without leaking any information.3
Thus, sixpack both goes well beyond the services offered by
today’s RSes (by delegating route-selection from the RS to
the member and incorporating performance-related information into the route selection process) and provides strong
privacy guarantees to IXP members.
We discuss sixpack’s optimized design, underlying assumptions, threat model, deployment challenges, IXP visibility of data-plane traffic, etc., in detail in the sequel.
Paper contributions.
• An analysis of the operators’ concerns about peering with
RSes at IXPs through a survey with 119 responses and a measurement of RS usage at one of the largest IXP worldwide.
• The design and implementation of the first IXP route serve
capable of keeping the peering policies and routing preferences private, while allowing the IXP members to express
arbitrary BGP routing policies including policies that incorporate confidential performance-related information available
at the IXP (e.g., port utilization).4
• Applying an SMPC approach to the important and timely
context of route dispatch at IXPs and devising efficient and
privacy-preserving SMPC building blocks for RSes.
• An evaluation of our prototype. Through experiments with
a BGP trace from one of the largest IXPs in the world, our
results show that sixpack scales to hundreds of IXP members and achieves BGP processing times below 90ms at the
99th -ile. Via microbenchmarks, we assess the online costs
of SMPC-based RSes to be well within real-time processing
requirements of large IXPs.

2

ON IXPS AND PRIVACY

We present below preliminaries on Internet exchange points
and quantify, via measurements, the extent to which route
server services are used. We also report on our interaction
with IXPs and member network administrators, including

1 While

the focus in this work is not reliability, even today, at large IXPs,
members are contractually requested to set multiple peering sessions with
distinct RSes for redundancy requirements [26]. Also, recently proposed Internet drafts [48] further mitigate the impact of failures in the IXP network.
2 In addition, our survey of network operators [64] reveals RIRs enjoy the
trust of a large fraction (88%) of respondents.

3 Thanks

to our modular design, a member may skip the Select-Best phase
at the cost of revealing to the IXP that it disregards using IXP information.
4 We plan to release our sixpack prototype as open source.
2
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a survey of network operators, indicating that privacy concerns are a significant factor hindering widespread RS usage
and corroborating assumptions underlying past research regarding the privacy of routing policies.
Background on IXPs. IXPs are high-bandwidth physical
networks located within a single metropolitan area. IXPs
are typically geographically distributed [5, 23] and hosted
within colocation centers [49], facilities operated by third
party providers that offer high levels of physical security.
Heterogeneous economic entities use IXPs to exchange
Internet traffic with each other [1]. To do so, each member
connects its own network to one or more physical ports at
the IXP network. After physical connectivity is established,
each member announces the set of IP prefix destinations for
which it is willing to receive traffic and starts receiving route
announcements from the other members of the IXP.
The routes used to reach prefixes are spread and selected
via the de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol of
the Internet, i.e., Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). To this end,
a full-mesh of BGP sessions among each pair of IXP members
may be established. At medium to large IXPs, which can have
over 800 members and carry over 5 Tbps, such full-meshes
can be partially replaced by a Route Server (RS) service to ease
the exchange of BGP announcements among members [74].
The RS establishes a BGP session with each IXP member, collects and distributes their BGP route-announcements. Note
that data-plane traffic does not traverse the RS, which is only
involved in control-plane traffic.
Each IXP member has the freedom to specify, for each
destination IP prefix, an export policy, i.e., the set of other IXP
members that are allowed to receive its route announcements.
The RS selects, for each member, a route (per IP prefix) that is
“exportable” to that member (according to members’ export
policies), and dispatches it to that member.
Today’s IXPs do not allow their members to influence the
RS’s route selection with the members’ import policies. These
policies comprise of the traditional BGP local preferences [18]
and regular expressions that the RS would use to rank and
filter available routes [34]. For instance, an operator may be
interested in routing its traffic through a certain IXP member
unless the announced route traverses a specific network.
How widespread is RS usage? Despite the fact that such an
RS service eases the management of BGP sessions, facilitates
peering, and lowers hardware requirements on connected
BGP routers, there is anecdotal evidence of its limited usage.
To corroborate this, we performed an analysis of RS usage at
one of the largest IXPs worldwide. We have been reported
that similar values hold for at least another of the largest
IXPs worldwide. We examined both data traffic and BGP
control plane messages so as to quantify the fraction of traffic
that is routed along the routes dispatched by the RS. Fig. 1
presents a CDF graph showing the fraction of IXP members
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Figure 1: CDF of RS
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Figure 2: (a) Export policy matrix in plain text.
(b) Random shares received by RS1. (c) Elementwise XOR of (a) and (b)
received by RS2.

that have less than a certain fraction of “public traffic”, i.e.,
traffic routed along the RS-computed routes. As shown in
the leftmost part of the figure, 40% of members do not route
their traffic via RS-prescribed routes. About two-thirds of
the remaining members route less than half of their traffic
according to the RS and only 20% of members route over
50% of their traffic along RS-computed routes. In terms of
absolute amount of traffic, we discovered that less than 17%
of the overall traffic is routed via RS-prescribed routes. While
Ager et al. [1] observed that most of the networks peer with
the RS, we showed that members prefer to route the vast
majority of their traffic through based on the information
exchanged through bilateral BGP sessions.
Are privacy concerns hindering wider RS usage and innovation? One of the main barriers facing the transition
from a full-mesh of BGP peering sessions to a star topology (via an RS) is that the export policy of each member
(and, to support route-selection at the RS, potentially also
the import policy of each member) must be revealed to the
IXP. This information is considered confidential, primarily
due to commercial reasons. Indeed, our interaction with IXP
administrators and network operators reveals such privacy
concerns and, moreover, that some networks do not connect
to RSes for precisely this reason. In particular, we circulated
a survey among the network operator community [64] with
the aim of exploring their perceptions about privacy at IXPs.
We collected 120 responses belonging to a broad range of
different networks: Tier 1 ISPs (8%), Tier 2/3 ISPs (57%) CDNs
(6%), content providers (12%), and others (17%), with almost
all networks connecting to an IXP and 80% of them using RS
services (at least for that fraction of traffic not belonging to
an established bilateral peering). According to our survey,
the most critical concerns regarding RSes among respondents were: no control over best route selection, i.e., lack
of import policy configuration tools (53%), reliability (40%),
lack of route visibility (37%), privacy (19%), and legal restrictions (7%). Since the 1st and 3rd items requires members to
disclose their policies to the RS, we further investigated this
privacy aspect: (i) 40-45% of respondents consider their local
preferences over BGP routes to be private, both with respect
to the IXP and with respect to other members, (ii) 60% of
3
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respondents expressed concerns about sharing their IXP port
utilization with other members, and (iii) 1 of every 4 respondents that do not use an RS service marked concerns about
disclosing export policies to the IXP as a reason. With comments ranging from “Nothing should be considered private”
to ’“Everything listed is supposed to be private/proprietary
information”, our survey revealed the heterogeneous requirements of Internet domains. Despite the existence of many
networks with open peering policies, our survey reveals that
local-preferences over routes and port utilizations are still
considered as a private information not to be divulged.
We point out that beyond privacy concerns, revealing sensitive information also entails the risk of triggering attacks on
the weaker parts of the network [66], e.g., easier bandwidthexhaustion attacks if port utilization is revealed [85].

3

against malicious adversaries (e.g., [71]) if desired, though
at higher computation and communication overheads.
Assumption 3: No visibility into data traffic. sixpack is
designed to hide control-plane information from the RSes.
We view data-plane privacy-preservation, i.e., preventing
the IXP from inferring routing policies from observing data
traffic traversing the IXP network, as an orthogonal problem
that requires further exploration. We refer the reader to §8
for an explanation of why inferring routing policies from
the data plane is highly challenging even when information
about BGP routes is available. We point out, however, that
sixpack actually does make the inference of routing policies
from data traffic more challenging for the IXP. Guaranteeing
data-plane-level privacy can also involve other approaches
such as encrypting and decrypting IP headers at IXP ingress
and egress. We leave this interesting topic for future research.

THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
4

To provide strong privacy guarantees, sixpack relies on three
assumptions (A), which we list and justify next.
Assumption 1: Two non-colluding RSes. We assume that
the RS service consists of two distinct route servers: one is operated by the IXP and one by an independent, non-colluding
entity. The latter RS is executed on a machine that is outside
of the IXP domain but connects to the IXP network at the colocation center where the IXP is hosted. Since this instance
lives in a separate security domain, this solution minimizes
the possibility of an RS instance being compromised by the
IXP, while keeping latency at a minimum [4].
We believe that neutral international organizations (e.g.,
RIPE), which are already trusted to support and operate fundamental Internet services such as DNS and IP allocation,
should be assigned the task of running an instance of an RS
or, alternatively, supervising those that do. We argue that
running an RS instance is a simpler task than operating a distributed DNS system. Our survey of network operators [64]
reveals that RIRs enjoy the trust of an overwhelming fraction
(88%) of respondents. We point out that, even at today’s large
IXPs, members are requested to set up multiple peering sessions with distinct RSes for redundancy requirements [26].
In SMPC, redundancy is required for both RS instances.
Assumption 2: Honest-but-curious RSes. sixpack protects against so-called “honest-but-curious attackers”, i.e.,
RSes that stick to the protocol but try to infer the members’
private inputs. We argue that as today some networks refrain from peering with others via route servers because of
fear of revealing private information to the RSes, this model
captures an important desideratum in the IXP ecosystem.
Furthermore, if cheating (e.g., deviation from the protocol
by an RS) were detected, this would result in massive loss
of trust in the service and, consequently, severe economic
consequences for the IXP. We point out, however, that our
SMPC circuits could be evaluated with a framework secure

SECURE MULTIPARTY COMPUTATION

Overview of SMPC. Secure multi-party computation (SMPC)
allows multiple parties, to jointly compute the outcome of a
function f while keeping their inputs to it and the outputs
of f private. SMPC was established as a purely theoretical
construct more than 30 years ago and was initially seen as
too inefficient to be used in practice due to large communication and computational overhead. However, a recent line
of research has improved SMPC primitives drastically and
showed that practical implementations of SMPC are possible.
See, e.g., [14, 44, 45, 59, 62, 69].
One application of SMPC is outsourcing the computation
of a function f from the parties holding the private inputs,
called “members” henceforth, to several external computational parties. Members’ inputs are distributed to the computational parties while remaining secret, and the computational parties run a computation on the distributed inputs,
without obtaining visibility into the actual inputs or outputs.
In this work, we employ the well-established SMPC protocol of Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson (GMW) [36] that operates
on a Boolean circuit, consisting of logic gates such as AND
and XOR, which represents the function f to be computed.
We rely on the proven security of the GMW protocol [35, 36].
While the GMW protocol, in general, can also be executed
by more than two parties, we consider the scenario where
private inputs from the members are outsourced to exactly
two computational parties SMPC 1 and SMPC 2 . This decision
is made mainly for performance reasons. The outsourcing
of private member inputs is achieved via XOR-based secret
sharing as follows: Each member selects, for every plaintext
input bit b, a random bit b1 , and computes bit b2 = b ⊕b1 . The
bits b1 and b2 , called shares of b, are distributed between the
SMPC parties such that SMPCi obtains share bi . Importantly,
from the perspective of the two computational parties, the
shares are indistinguishable from random bits.
4
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After the evaluation of all gates in a circuit, the output
shares computed by the two parties are sent to the members, who are then able to recover their plaintext output by
computing the XOR of the two output shares.
Optimization of GMW. We rely on the GMW protocol,
which was shown to be beneficial in several practical cases [78],
for two main reasons: (1) GMW precomputes all cryptographic operations in an input- and even function-independent
setup phase, which can be parallelized and computed at any
time before the private inputs are known; and (2) GMW also
offers performance benefits in certain scenarios, as it allows
to process multi-input AND and MUX gates very efficiently
and can work on an identical sub-circuit in parallel, cf. [78].
We make heavy use of these features of GMW to achieve
very low runtimes. We designed our circuits to have a low
depth, thus achieving good runtimes for evaluation with
GMW. Our implementation uses the ABY framework [27]
which implements GMW for two parties using state-of-theart optimizations, such as SIMD (single instruction multiple
data) processing and very efficient vector gates. Finally, we
also rely on the proven security of a symmetric cipher for
encrypting/decrypting routes, which we instantiate with 128bit AES in CTR mode. We verified that AES adds negligible
overhead compared to the SMPC, which holds in general
and especially on machines with the AES-NI instruction set.
We emphasize that our circuits could be evaluated also
with other SMPC protocols (e.g., Yao’s garbled circuits [87])
or protocols that provide security against stronger adversaries (e.g., [71]) and/or use more than two computational
parties (of which a fraction can be corrupted). However, these
protocols have significantly higher communication and/or
computation complexities.

5
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Figure 3: The sixpack system architecture.
present the routing policy model, and discuss in detail the
two main components of the system.

5.1

A Naïve Approach

As general-purpose SMPC is capable of arbitrary computation, it would be tempting to implement sixpack solely
within a single SMPC, thus providing arbitrary privacy-preserving policy expressiveness. This task entails devising a
function that takes as input the set of members’ export policies, the set of arbitrarily complex members’ import policies
(e.g., regular expressions on the AS networks traversed by a
route), and the IXP’s performance-related information (e.g.,
port utilization), and outputs the resulting “best” BGP routes.
However, even performing a single full regular expression
string matching operation in SMPC using state-of-the-art
implementations is overly prohibitive in practice [53, §5]
as this operation is shown to require runtimes in the order
of minutes. Even by restricting the members to use a single
regular expression in their import policy (a fairly restrictive
assumption), evaluating the import policies in a large IXP
with 500 members would take days! In contrast, sixpack
computes and dispatches routes in the order of tens of milliseconds, improving upon the naïve approach by 5 orders
of magnitude. This is made possible through a combination
of several ingredients, as discussed below.

5.2

SIXPACK PRIVACY-PRESERVING RS

SIXPACK Design

To achieve practical runtimes, sixpack is carefully designed
to keep complex computation outside the SMPC, to the
largest extent possible without compromising privacy (see
Fig. 3). Specifically, the route dispatch computation is split
into three operations to be performed sequentially, called
Export-All, Local-Ranking, and Select-Best. Both Export-All and Select-Best are SMPC-based components
of the system that are executed within the RS by the two
non-colluding entities (depicted as a single green-colored
box). The Local-Ranking component, in contrast, is locally
executed by each member (depicted as a single blue-colored
box). Next, we describe the sixpack pipeline for processing
BGP route announcements. For readability, we assume members connect with a single BGP routers (see [65] for the case
with multiple routers). We observe that BGP withdrawal
messages can be handled in a similar way (see [65]).
Step I: Exporting all permissible routes. sixpack processes streams of BGP announcements generated by the IXP

We introduce sixpack, a privacy-preserving RS service for
IXPs. sixpack combines the benefits of a centralized route dispatch service with the provable guarantee of privacy preservation. Through sixpack, IXP members can receive the best
available BGP routes according to arbitrary local route preferences and auxiliary information of the IXP (e.g., knowledge
of congestion level and other performance metrics [56]).
Building on recent advances in SMPC, sixpack employs
two independent and non-colluding computational entities
to correctly dispatch route announcements without gaining
any visibility into the members’ routing policies (i.e., export/
import policies) nor leaking any private IXP performancerelated information to the members.
To illustrate the non-trivial challenges facing sixpack’s
design, we first discuss a fairly naïve approach to applying
SMPC to route-dispatch at IXPs, and why this approach
fails. We then describe the key design ideas behind sixpack,
5
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members. Through Export-All, sixpack takes as input a
BGP route destined to a prefix π and its associated export
policy and outputs the route to the IXP members authorized
to see that route. This operation is performed in SMPC, and
so neither the route nor the export policy is disclosed to
any unintended entity. The route and its export policy are
both stored in encrypted form within the RS. We discuss
Export-All in detail later in this section (§5.4).
Step II: Ranking routes based on local preferences. At
this point, each member that received the new route executes
Local-Ranking to rank all its available routes towards π
according to its (arbitrarily complex) local import policies.
A key idea embedded into sixpack’s design is performing
this computationally-heavy operation outside of the SMPC,
i.e., at the member-side. Now, recall that in BGP, each IXP
member only announces at most one single route towards π .
Thus, a ranking of the routes destined to π corresponds to a
ranking of the IXP members, where a member assigns the
lowest preference to those IXP members from whom it did
not receive a route to π . We call such ranking the next-hop
ranking, and this is the output of Step II.
Step III: Incorporating IXP information into route selection. When multiple routes for a certain prefix are available, sixpack submits the next-hop ranking to the RS service.
Upon receiving a next-hop ranking from a member, the RS
proceeds to run the SMPC-based Select-Best component for
dispatching the best-selected route to that member. The best
route is computed based on the next-hop ranking and, importantly, the performance-related information available to the
IXP (e.g., port utilization). To improve efficiency, we observe
that, in practice, it is convenient to batch several next-hop
ranking messages together before executing Select-Best as
shown in out evaluation (§7.2). Also, observe that, since BGP
treats each IP prefix destination independently, multiple instances of the two RSes can be easily instantiated to dispatch
routes in parallel, thus enhancing the system throughput.
However, multiple route announcements towards the same
IP prefix have to be processed sequentially. We discuss the
Select-Best in detail later in this section (§5.5).
Benefits of our design approach. Through Export-All,
an IXP member gains full visibility of the available routes and
can possibly select the best one according to any arbitrary
local import policy (e.g., next-hop preferences, shortest route,
avoid specific AS networks). Then, by taking part in SelectBest, the IXP member can incorporate IXP information into
its route selection process. By implementing Export-All
and Select-Best via carefully optimized SMPC and keeping
Local-Ranking’s potentially highly complex computation
outside of the SMPC framework, this pipeline preserves the
member’s and the IXP’s privacy, and is efficiently executable.
Before we get into the details of the two SMPC-based components of sixpack, we first formalize our model of export

policies (and next-hop rankings in §5.3. We then describe
Export-All in §5.4 and Select-Best in §5.5. Due to space
limit, a formal description of our protocol and proofs of its
security are given in our TR [65].

5.3

Routing Policies Model

Export-policy. The Export-All component of sixpack
dispatches routes according to the export policies pertaining to the routes that it received from its members. Each
route carries its own export policy specification, i.e., the
set of members to whom that route can be exported. Since
BGP computes routes independently for each destination IP
prefix, w.l.o.g., we henceforth assume through this section
that there only exists a single destination IP prefix π . Moreover, the BGP route computation only depends on the last
route announced by a neighbor. Hence, our model only needs
to store the set of routes currently available at the RS and
the currently specified export policies. To achieve efficient
SMPC computation, we model BGP export policies as follows. Let M = {m 1 , . . . , m |M | } be the set of IXP members and
R = {r 1 , . . . , r |R | } be the set of available routes. We define
the export policy matrix P, with |M | rows and |R| columns.
Entry Pi, j in the matrix, for 1 ≤ i ≤ |M | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |R|, is 1
if route r j is exportable to member mi and 0 otherwise.
As an example of an export policy matrix, consider Fig. 2(a)
on p. 3 where m A , m B , mC , m D are IXP members and r A , r B
are routes announced by m A and m B , respectively. While
route r A is exported to mC only, route r B is exported to mC
and m D . Observe that r A and r B are not exported to m A and
m B , respectively, i.e., to the IXP member they originate from.
In the Export-All component, all permissible routes are
exported. Each IXP member mi should receive each route r j
for which Pi, j = 1. In Fig. 2(a), mC receives both r A and r B ,
and m D receives only r B , while m A and m B do not receive any
route. In the Select-Best component, each member mi is
entitled to receive any route r j with Pi, j = 1. The actual route
that will be received depends on the ranking over routes and
IXP performance-related information.
Next-hop ranking (a.k.a. local preferences over routes).
Select-Best receives as input, from each participating IXP
member, its next-hop ranking with respect to the destination
IP prefix. Each next-hop correspond to a route announced
by a member, thus next-hop rankings model local preferences
over the received routes. For each IP prefix π , we model preferences over the available routes at the RS as a matrix Ψ with
size |M | × |M |. Each element ψi, j of that matrix represents
member mi ’s local preference (value) for routes announced
by m j , where routes announced by members with higher local preference are preferred over routes announced by members with lower local preference. Using Select-Best, each
IXP member mi thus receives a single route r announced by
6
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Figure 4: The Export-All component. The RSes export to IXP members all permissible routes.
m j such that ψi, j is the highest priority value in row i of Ψ,
for which Pi, j = 1 holds. Ties are broken deterministically.
The matrix Ψ can easily be extended to represent preferences over routes based on a combination of members’ local
preferences and IXP performance-related recommendations.
For instance, if each preference value ψ is encoded as an
ρ = 8-bit integer, we can use the four most significant digits
of ψ to create 16 different classes of members’ local preferences over routes and use the four least significant bits to
create another 16 additional classes for the IXP performancerelated recommendations. In this way, the IXP information
is used only to break ties among routes with the same rank.
Alternatively, IXP information can be given higher priority
and members’ local preferences used to break ties.

5.4
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Figure 5: The Export-All circuit

in Fig. 2(a). The computation operates over a policy that is
kept private using SMPC and the route is dispatched in such
a way that neither the RSes nor the IXP members can distinguish whether a route is announced to any other member or
not. Each member attempts to decrypt the information received from the RSes (right side of the figure). This operation
succeeds iff the route is actually exported to that member,
which then learns the route. We now discuss in more detail
the different parts of Export-All.
Encrypted routes. Each route that needs to be distributed
is first encrypted. W.l.o.g., we assume that member m A wants
to send a route r A as shown in Fig. 4. Then, m A encrypts r A
using a route-specific key k A and a symmetric encryption
scheme (we use AES) and sends the route to RS1 , which, in
turn, redistributes it to all the members. These can decrypt
r A only if they possess the route key k A . sixpack guarantees
that an IXP member receives the key k A only if the route
can be exported to it. We use a “dummy key” k dm to notify a
member when a route cannot be exported to it. Recall that a
receiving member does not have visibility of the routes in
plain text, so it does not know which routes are announced.
Even if a member colludes with one of the two RS entities,
it cannot distinguish whether a certain route is exported to
any of the other IXP members.
Exporting keys via SMPC. We now leverage SMPC to dispatch the key k A in a privacy-preserving manner. Specifically,
we devise a tailored SMPC circuit (shown in Fig. 5) that is
executed by both RS1 and RS2 . The Export-All circuit consists of one multiplexer per member, which outputs either
the valid or dummy key k dm depending on entry Pi, j , where
i (j) is the member announcing (receiving) a route.
To generate the SMPC input (left of Fig. 4), member m A
takes r A ’s export policy and creates a nonce n A that is XORed
with it. The result is sent to RS2 , while n A is sent to RS1 . Observe that neither RS1 nor RS2 is able to decrypt the export
policy as they are assumed to not collude. Both RSes store
the share of the export policy received by the member. Analogously, m A generates a nonce m K A that is XORed with k A .
The result is sent to RS2 , while n K A is sent to RS1 . We show

The Export-All Component

Through Export-All, the RSes export to each member all
permissible (i.e., exportable) routes while keeping each member’s export policy private. We note that this problem could
also be solved by using public-key cryptography if we assume that each sending member knows the public keys of all
other IXP members. However, a public-key solution alone
cannot incorporate IXP performance-related information
without revealing it – a concern for 60% of the surveyed
operators. Furthermore, SMPC circumvents all key management challenges, protects against side-channel attacks, and
easily integrates with the Select-Best SMPC component.
Observe that, in the Export-All component, not only is
the computation per-prefix independent, i.e., the computation
is executed independently for each destination IP prefix, but
it is per-route independent, in the sense that the announcement of a specific route to a member does not depend on
what other routes to the same prefix are announced to that
member. Hence, w.l.o.g., Export-All is described below with
respect to a single route to a single prefix π .
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the Export-All computation. Two independent RSes, RS1 and RS2 (center of the
figure), perform the redistribution of a route from m A according to its export policy. We consider the scenario presented
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Figure 6: The Select-Best component. The RSes export to each IXP member the
best preferred permissible route.
in Fig. 2 on page 3 an example of (a) the export policies of
two routes r A and r B , (b) the nonces chosen by m A and m B ,
respectively, and (c) the resulting inputs to RS2 .
Once the two RSes receive their shares of the export policy
and key k A , SMPC1 and SMPC2 (center of Fig. 4) output
to every member m X two shares X 1 and X 2 of the output,
respectively. XORing X 1 with X 2 (right of Fig. 4) produces
a key that can be used to decrypt the encrypted route r A iff
PX,A = 1, or the dummy key k dm , otherwise. In Fig. 4, mC
receives C 1 and C 2 ; when XORed, they give k A . Similarly,
m D receives D 1 and D 2 ; when XORed, they give k dm , leading
m D to discard the encrypted route r A . Note that our design
of the Export-All circuit can execute on multiple routes
at once from different members for more efficiency. In fact,
Export-All takes as input an export policy matrix P (§5.3),
which may consist of just one column as a special case.
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Figure 7: Select-Best circuit.

Refer to Fig. 6 as an example of the Select-Best computation, where we consider the export policy scenario of
Fig. 2(a). Namely, two members m A and m B announced two
routes r A and r B , respectively. Through Export-All, mC received both r A and r B while m D only received r B , with the
latter deciding not to execute Select-Best. Based on port
utilization levels and assuming mC equally ranks r A and r B ,
the IXP gives route r B a higher preference.
Choosing the best route via SMPC. We now leverage
SMPC to select the best route of each IXP member in a
privacy-preserving manner. To this end, we devise a tailored SMPC circuit (shown in Fig. 7) that, for each member
m, takes as input the next-hop ranking (i.e., preferences over
members) and the IXP route recommendations, and outputs
to m the identifier of the best route.
The first step (left of Fig. 7b) is similar to the Export-All
circuit: based on the export policy, the preference of all nonexportable routes is set to zero. After that (right of Fig. 7b),
we feed the resulting priorities as well as the route keys
(which are used as identifiers) into a MaxIdx tree circuit [58,
§3.3] and thus determine the best route, i.e., output the route
key with the highest preference. We also input the dummy
key k dm , which is returned if the receiving member does
not have any permissible route. The comparison among two
routes r Y and rW (announced by members mY and mW , resp.)
is performed by the * circuit (Fig. 7a), where ψ Z,Y and ψ Z,W
are the m Z ’s preferences over r Y and rW , resp., while kY and
kW are the keys of routes r Y and rW , resp. The selection bit
of the MUX is chosen such that the route key with the higher
preference value gets propagated to the next level of the tree.
Both input and output are considered private information,
and are not visible to the RS in clear. The IXP members
are responsible for generating and then reconstructing the
SMPC’s input and output through secret-sharing.
The input to the SMPC (i.e., the next-hop ranking) is generated similarly to the input of the Export-All component. In
the example (left side of Fig. 6), mC generates an |M | · ρ-bits
nonce pC that is XORed with its next-hop ranking (i.e., row
ψC of the ranking matrix Ψ, §5.3). The XORed result is sent

The Select-Best Component

To leverage the superior IXP’s visibility into dataplane conditions, we design Select-Best, a privacy-preserving component that allows IXP members to select the best permissible
route according to both their own local preferences and the
IXP performance-related information.
To execute Select-Best, each IXP member will first translate its ranking of available routes (e.g., prefer shortest routes)
to a ranking of the corresponding IXP members that announced them, where members that are neither exporting
nor announcing a route to this member are assigned the
lowest preference. Analogously, the IXP translates its sensitive performance-related information, such as members’
port utilization, to preference values. As explained in §5.3,
these preferences values can be combined into a single preference value ψ per route, where we envision the members’
local preference is given precedence over the IXP’s inputs.
This information is provided as input to Select-Best, which
computes in a privacy-preserving manner the best route. We
note that this functionality cannot be realized with public-key
cryptography alone and is thus an interesting and practical
real-world application of SMPC.
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to RS2 , while pC is sent to RS1 . Neither RS1 nor RS2 are able
to decrypt the ranking as they are assumed to not collude.
At this point, the two RSes combine the member’s preferences with the IXP preferences, where only RS1 , which runs
at the IXP supplies the preferences based on performance information; RS2 uses a vector of zeros. The two RSes execute
the Select-Best circuit on the given inputs (center of Fig. 6).
Then, m X receives two values out X 1 and out X 2 ; when XORed,
they produce an identifier of the best route. In Fig. 6, mC
receives r B as the best route based on the IXP performancebased preference. Observe that if mC had preferred r A over
r B , it would have received an identifier to r A .
As for the other circuit, it is worth noting that our design
of the Select-Best circuit can process multiple next-hop
rankings at once from different members for improved efficiency. In fact, Select-Best takes as input a ranking matrix
Ψ (§5.3), which may consist of just one row as a special case.

6

7

EVALUATION

We evaluate our sixpack prototype to demonstrate that our
approach is both feasible and practical. We first provide insights into the performance of the SMPC part of sixpack
by performing micro benchmarks across a realistic range
of numbers of IXP members and inputs to our circuits. We
then evaluate our system by replaying a real trace of BGP announcements from one of the largest IXPs worldwide and by
performing a stress test. Our results highlight the following:
(1) While SMPC is (as expected) the costliest part performance-wise, our results show that the online phase is even at
worst below 38 ms. The maximum setup and online runtime
we measured in our evaluation were 131.9 ms and 37.2 ms,
respectively for 32 inputs in the Select-Best component.
(2) Our still unoptimized sixpack prototype achieves BGP
processing times below 90 ms at the 99th -ile, and, specifically,
below 23.6 ms and 62.8 ms for Export-All and Select-Best
at the 99th -ile, respectively. Furthermore, we measured negligible bandwidth requirements. Finally, sixpack processes
a full-routing-table of 250 K prefixes in ≈11 minutes, comparable to today’s RSes (see §7.3). We stress the fact that
our prototype can fairly easily be improved to achieve better
performance by precomputing the SMPC setup phase.
It is worth comparing these numbers with the convergence
time of BGP on the Internet, which can be in the order of
minutes [70] , that is, several order of magnitude higher than
time overhead due to dispatching routes with sixpack.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the two SMPC components shown in Fig. 4
and Fig. 6 in C++ using the ABY framework [27] in 700 LoCs.
ABY is written in C++ and provides low-level primitives for
building Boolean circuits that are evaluated efficiently with
the GMW protocol. With ABY’s SIMD evaluation, we can run
the same circuit for inputs from arbitrarily many members in
parallel while vector operations allow the efficient processing
of long bit strings, such as the route keys. The circuits that
we built are optimized to process multi-bit values efficiently,
which benefits the processing of route keys and comparing
preference values. The Select-Best circuit is evaluated in a
tournament fashion by arranging the preference comparison
gates in a tree. Thereby we achieve a circuit depth that grows
logarithmically in the number of members, thus resulting in
optimized latency for GMW. We designed our circuits to be
as minimalistic and performant as possible, while still being
as expressive as needed for our use cases. Additionally, we
extended the ABY framework with native input and output
operations for outsourced SMPC, which saves two rounds of
communication for input sharing and output reconstruction.
Our route server service, which wraps the SMPC components and handles the distribution and processing of all
the BGP update information among the IXP members, is
implemented as 1,800 LoCs in Python. The RSes run as independent processes, each executing its own instance of SMPC
as a daemon subprocess, and communicate via TCP sockets.
Currently, we do not minimize the BGP update processing
time by precomputing the SMPC setup phase. Although we
did not optimize our implementation to the fullest extent
possible, our evaluation (§7) shows that our approach already scales to the size of the largest IXPs in the world. We
discuss deployment consideration in §8. Further details on
the implementation are provided in our full paper [65].

7.1

IXP Dataset

We assess our system using a two-hour trace of BGP updates from one of the largest IXPs worldwide, which interconnects more than 600 members. It contains 25,676 BGP
update messages, consisting of 76,506 IP prefix announcements and withdrawals. The average number of BGP updates
per second is 3.57, the first and third quartiles are 2 and 4,
respectively, while the minimum and maximum numbers
per second are 1 and 29, respectively. The average number
of IP prefixes announcements or withdrawals per second is
10.62, the first and third quartiles are 6 and 12, respectively,
while the minimum and maximum numbers per second are
2 and 379, respectively. In addition to that trace, our data
also contains a snapshot of the RS routing table at the beginning of the trace of updates. The routing table contains
roughly 400,000 routes towards ≈240,000 IP prefixes. From
our dataset, we observed that for more than half of the IP
prefixes there exists a single available route, with an average
of 1.9, the 95th percentile of 5 and a maximum of 25 routes
per prefix. From our dataset, we observed that on average
each member announces 626.5 routes, the 95th percentile is
1581 and the maximum is roughly 150,000.
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Table 1: SMPC micro benchmark overview.
Approach

# Inputs

Setup phase
Runtime[ms] Comm.[KiB]

Export-All

2

1.7 (±8 %)

28

0.6 (±17 %)

25

Select-Best

4
8
16
32

19.8 (±4 %)
34.6 (±6 %)
63.7 (±9 %)
122.4 (±8 %)

1,492
3,469
7,409
15,286

5.3 (±4 %)
10.3 (±3 %)
19.3 (±3 %)
35.9 (±1 %)

106
247
528
1,091

7.2

We also verified that our SMPC circuits scale linearly with
respect to the number of members, i.e., with 1,500 members,
Select-Best takes less than 70 ms to process 32 routes.
Memory Consumption. We further measure the memory
consumption of our SMPC implementation. Even when processing large inputs of 32 routes and 2,000 members, the
memory consumption of the dispatching operation, which
is consumed only during a route dispatch, remains below
15 MiB. We determined that memory consumption grows
sub-linear with increasing parameters, which shows that our
implementation will remain practical in the future.
In summary, these performance numbers confirm the practicality of our SMPC implementation and sixpack.

Online phase
Runtime[ms] Comm.[KiB]

SMPC Microbenchmarks

To benchmark the SMPC circuits, we consider the scenario of
an IXP with 750 members, which is ≈ 1.5 times the number
of members connected to the RS encountered in the IXP
dataset we analyzed. From the dataset, we observe that at
most 27 members export a route for the same IP prefix. Thus,
we run benchmarks for a number of route keys up to 32.
We measure the runtime of setup and online phase of
the SMPC. The setup phase is independent of both the private inputs and the function being evaluated and can be
precomputed at any time before the actual circuit evaluation. One invocation of SMPC corresponds to processing a
single IP prefix announcement. For all experiments, we perform 50 executions of the circuit and report median values
of the runtimes and their standard deviation. Measurements
were performed on two servers with a 2.6 GHz CPU and
128 GiB RAM, connected via a local 10 Gbps network. We
evaluate with a preference value bit length of 8 bits. We use
random preferences as the SMPC performance does not depend on the actual input (otherwise it would be vulnerable
to side-channel attacks). The reported communication is the
sum of sent and received data by one party.
Runtimes. Tab. 1 shows the setup and online runtimes as
well as the required communication. More detailed results,
covering circuit gate counts, circuit depth, and required communication are shown in our technical report [65].
Our results show that the setup phase takes between 1.7 ms
and 122.4 ms, and depends on the number of inputs processed and the circuit used. In the best case, an IP prefix is
announced by a single member and the Export-All component can be used to dispatch the announcement to the
legitimate members since no route comparison is needed.
In the Export-All component, each route is processed
independently, even those towards the same destination IP
prefix. This case corresponds to the computation with just
2 inputs (i.e., a given route and the dummy one) and requires
an online computation of only 0.6 ms and an amount of
transferred data of 25 KiB. However, as both setup and online
runtimes grow sub-linear with the number of routes, it is
beneficial to compute on many routes in parallel, e.g., at times
where several BGP announcements happen simultaneously.
The runtimes of Select-Best are large due to the deeper
SMPC circuit. Note that Select-Best may not be used when
an IP prefix is announced by a single route (i.e., 2 inputs).

7.3

Prototype Evaluation

To assess the feasibility of sixpack, we focus on evaluating
its two main building blocks, i.e., Export-All and SelectBest, against a real-world trace of BGP updates collected
from one of the largest IXPs in the world. To assess sixpack’s
scalability, we performed a stress test of Export-All and
Select-Best and considered edge case scenarios such as the
connection of a new member to the IXP network.
Experimental setup. We performed our experiments on
three servers with 16 hyper-threaded cores at 2.60 GHz with
128 GiB of RAM and Ubuntu Linux 14.04, each two connected
through 10 Gbps links. The average latency is 100 µs, similarly to latencies reported in co-location data centers [4].
We use one server to replay the stream of BGP updates from
our dataset and to handle the receiving part of the sixpack
mechanism. In each experiment, we load the full RS routing
table contained in our dataset into the two RS instances.
Each RS instance runs on a server and consists of a set
of worker processes orchestrated by a single handler process. The latter one (i) redistributes received BGP updates to
the workers, (ii) guarantees that the other RS instance also
knows which worker must be used to process a BGP update,
(iii) synchronizes sixpack’s operations, (iv) redistributes the
SMPC outputs to the members, and (v) guarantees that two
BGP updates for the same IP prefix are not processed simultaneously by two different workers. Each worker runs an
instance of the SMPC party and computes its inputs.
Each BGP update can be either an announcement or a
withdrawal of a set of IP prefix destinations that share the
same export policy. In order to evaluate Select-Best, we
assign random local preferences among all the IXP members.
Performance analysis on real-world BGP trace. For each
BGP route announcement r , we measure the amount of time
required to create the input values for the SMPC processing, the time required to run the SMPC computation, the
amount of time the announcement is handled by a worker
process, and the total time between the reception of r and
the transmission of its output to the IXP members.
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Figure 8: Processing time CDFs for Export-All and Select-Best components with 8 workers per RS instance.

Figure 9: Throughput test of sixpack for different number of parallel workers.

We plot the processing time of each IP prefix from our
dataset in Fig. 8. We observe similar trends in both ExportAll and Select-Best (i.e, Step I and Step III of sixpack), with
the latter one being 2 times slower than the former one. In
both graphs, we see a large gap between worker and handler
times. This is mostly due to the unoptimized utilization of
shared data structures in Python. Second, worker execution
is dominated by the SMPC processing, with SMPC input
creation requiring only a negligible amount of computational
resources. We also measure the time required to encrypt and
decrypt routing announcements, finding AES operations to
be a negligible amount of time compared to the handler.
To summarize, the average processing times are 15.9 ms
and 32.7 ms for Export-All and Select-Best, respectively,
while the 99t h percentiles are 23.6 ms and 62.8 ms, respectively. This low running time reflects the fact that most of
the routes are announced by few members (see §7.1),The performance of Select-Best is dominated by the SMPC computation. We recall that the SMPC could be further optimized
by precomputing the setup phase ahead of time.
We also measured the amount of communication required
by sixpack during the experiment. We found that for both
Export-All and Select-Best the average bandwidth requirements from an IXP member to the RSes are negligible
(i.e., 20 Kbps). The requirements are higher for the communication between the two RSes. In the Export-All component,
the average bandwidth requirement is less than 2.79 Mbps
while in Select-Best it is no more than 10.9 Mbps. These
figures show that even a 1 Gbps link between the two RSes
would be more than sufficient for supporting sixpack.
Stress test. To assess the scalability of our system, we flooded
sixpack with announcements and counted the number of
routes dispatched per second. Our evaluation follows two dimensions: number of routes announced for the same IP prefix
(including a dummy route) and number of parallel workers
and plotted our results in Fig. 9. We observed that sixpack
processes 873.75 route announcements per second in the Export-All component and 137.5 announcements per second
for IP prefixes announced through 8 routes. The bandwidth
requirements at full-speed are always below 1.5 Gbps.

Connecting a new member: comparing with today’s
RSes. When a new member M connects to the RS, two operations are performed: (i) the RS propagates to the new member
all the best permissible routes towards the IP prefixes that
were previously announced by the other members and (ii)
the RS recomputes and propagates to all the members the
best route for each IP prefix announced by M. As for operation (i), at large IXPs, ≈250 K best-route computations must
be performed, one for each prefix known to the RS. While
this may sound problematic, based on our datasets, most of
the IP prefixes are announced by a single member, hence
enabling us to consistently leverage the Export-All component. Moreover, each best route is computed only for one
IXP member and not for all of them. This allows us to considerably speed up the SMPC execution. For instance, while
executing the Select-Best component for 500 members with
32 routes takes on average 158 ms, the same computation for
a single member takes just 9 ms. We verified that operation
(i) takes on average 92.8 s with our dataset. As for operation
(ii), from our dataset, we observed that most of the customers
do not announce more than 1K BGP routes. Our stress test
shows that such operations would not take more than a few
seconds. For large customers announcing ≈250K prefixes,
we verified that the announcement operation takes roughly
11 minutes. In comparison, today’s RSes report convergence
times ranging between 3 and 10 minutes [2, 25, 77], even
without incorporating import policies, performance-driven
information, and privacy functionality.

8

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Is sixpack ineffective since routing policies can be easily inferred? No. While many techniques have been designed to infer peering relationships and policies [6, 19, 28,
29, 52, 68, 80, 83], such solutions not only have limited accuracy [75] (e.g., globally visible AS-paths neither reveal local
preferences nor “negative” export policies, i.e., not exporting
a route) but might also be detectable (e.g., BGP AS-path spoofing [52]). Finally, sixpack supports ranking routes based on
the IXP members’ port utilization, a fundamental performance metric that is challenging to infer in practice [22].
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How do you envision sixpack being adopted by IXPs?
Traditional RS service and sixpack can coexist. Each member can choose whether to share its routes in a privacypreserving manner or not. We argue that the desire to maintain peering relationships private will incentivize adoption.
Members could run sixpack as a BGP proxy that interfaces
between the BGP border router and the SMPC process. Members not using sixpack require no changes to their infrastructure. Moreover, sixpack is facilitated by the increasing trend
towards SDN deployments at IXPs [3, 24, 39, 40, 61, 81].
Why not use Intel SGX in place of SMPC? Software Guard
eXtensions (SGX) is an instruction set [20, 51] that allows
programmers to perform computation on data stored within
private regions of memory that are not accessible by unauthorized processes. Despite its promise, SGX is currently the
subject of many discussions regarding its real level of security. In contrast, SMPC is a well-established methodology
with proven security guarantees. A major concern regarding
SGX programs is that timing or memory access patterns leak
information about the private inputs. Our SMPC approach,
in contrast, does not suffer from these problems. Another
general concern regarding SGX is Intel’s role as the centralized point of trust. SMPC allows any two entities to guarantee privacy-preservation. Because of the above SGX limitations, recent studies propose combining SGX with SMPC to
strengthen the privacy of outsourced computation [41, 57].
Thus, we consider SGX as complementary to our solution.
Does sixpack nullify the benefits of RSes? No. sixpack
preserves centralized route computation while tackling 3 out
of 4 concerns from operators with RSes (i.e., route visibility,
best route control, privacy), enhancing RS functionality with
performance information, and retaining easy management.
Does sixpack leak information? Members only learn
that (encrypted) routes are announced. The RSes also learn IP
prefixes and announcing members of each encrypted route.
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Another routing-related study is SPIDER [88], a distributed
mechanism for verifying if a peering agreement between
ASes (involving, e.g., a requirement to always export the
shortest route available) is respected by the involved parties without revealing control-plane information (e.g., which
routes are available). Applying SPIDER to our context could
aid IXP members in verifying that the RS is indeed executing
the protocol (in contrary to, e.g., selecting an un-optimal
route for each member). Our focus in this paper is different: we guarantee that the RS does not learn anything about
members’ export and import policies. Finally, while SGX
can be used to preserve the privacy of interdomain routing
policies [54, 63], we discussed its limitations in §8.
Past studies utilized SMPC to address privacy concerns in a
variety of other networking-related problems [13, 16, 67, 76].
Unlike these studies, our focus is on guaranteeing the privacy
of peering policies. Additionally, the protocols proposed in
these studies are either evaluated under questionable conditions, or exhibit runtimes in the order of seconds, whereas
RSes are required to operate at faster runtimes.
Homomorphic encryption schemes [30, 31, 37] are crypto
systems that computes over encrypted data. However, such
general schemes are slow for practical applications [32]. Even
implementations tailored to simple regular expression evaluation, as those presented in BlindBox [79], are either too
restrictive for supporting Select-Best, i.e., by only providing
exact string match, or leak information whenever a match is
found, which corresponds to the IXP learning routes whenever a best route is selected by a member. Finally, [43] designs
a shortest-path vector-based routing protocol that uses homomorphic encryption but is not as expressive as BGP.
We note that in dealing with the privacy of export policies, our work solves an orthogonal problem to that of securing BGP routing from IP-prefix hijacks and BGP pathmanipulation, which is an active topic of research [15, 33, 46].
Finally, while higher visibility over routes has been proposed(e.g., BGP Add-Paths [47]), when deploying such techniques at the RS, no confidentiality about the export policies
and IXP performance-related information is guaranteed.

RELATED WORK

Great efforts are invested in making SMPC a practical approach with real-life applications. Indeed, SMPC has been
applied to a broad spectrum of applications [9–12].
In the networking realm, the first works to apply an SMPC
approach to interdomain routing were [7, 42]. These works
study how BGP routes across the whole Internet can be
computed in a privacy-preserving manner. While a new and
exciting direction, the achieved runtimes are impractical,
even on small topologies and high limitation on BGP expressiveness. We focus instead on IXPs, the crucial crossroads
of the Internet that run computation on private, businesssensitive routing information. We argue that applying SMPC
to this narrower context is a promising approach to privacypreserving interdomain route-computation and we built a
prototype that handles real-world traces from a large IXP.
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CONCLUSIONS

We presented sixpack, a privacy-preserving IXP RS design
with provable guarantees. sixpack dispatches routes according to highly expressive members’ routing policies and IXP
performance-related information. We showed that an efficient realization of sixpack with Secure Multi-Party Computation can be attained through a careful redistribution of the
route dispatching responsibilities between the RS and IXP
members. We devised optimized SMPC circuits tailored to RS
computation. We built a sixpack prototype and assessed its
practical feasibility with a real-world trace of BGP updates
collected from one of the largest world-wide IXPs.
12
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